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BIOGRAPHIES – SPEAKERS
Barbara Hand Clow – Vancouver. B.C.: Barbara is the author of ten books and is an
international speaker and ceremonial leader trained in the Cherokee and Mayan traditions. As
the acquisitions editor for Bear and Company she published some of the new paradigm Mayan
Calendar researchers covered in The Mayan Code. She and her partner Gerry Clow lead
Pleiadian Agenda Activations, which are a journey through nine dimensions based on The
Pleiadian Agenda and Alchemy of Nine Dimensions. Her website www.handclow2012.com
offers monthly New Moon readings and readings for the solstices and equinoxes.
Barbara ‘s talk will discuss how the Mayan codes reveal the truth about human
evolution and the need for deep healing now. She shows that the Mayans and other great
spiritual cultures knew that 2011-2012 would be the time when Earth would attain cosmic
connection.
Kathleen Halloran – North Bend, WA.: Dr. Kat is a Board Certified Naturopathic Physician
as well as an ATP Angel Therapy Practitioner, Quantum Energy Healer and Medical Intuitive.
Dr. Kat has been in the world of healthcare since 1984 working in both mainstream medicine and
alternative medicine disciplines, in hospital and research labs, as a microbiologist, infectious
disease specialist and medical technologist. She then became inspired to earn her doctorate and
pursue her love of natural medicine. Dr. Kat’s passion is empowering people towards wellness
and balance in mind, body and spirit. In addition to practicing Naturopathic Medicine she speaks
on Integrative Medicine and Spiritual Medicine topics nationwide. Learn more at her website:
www.NaturMedika.com.
Dr. Kat’s presentation is entitled “Beyond Nutrition: Nourishing the Whole Human.”
You will learn how to nourish your body in many ways to provide optimal cell repair and a
healthy balance among all your systems.
Yvette John – Hope, B.C.: Yvette, whose traditional name is White-Plume-Woman is a
member of the Chawathil First Nations. Her healing journey began over 17 years ago in many
traditional, cultural and spiritual ways. Many of those years have been spent working alongside
elders, spiritual healers, teachers and people of many different cultures and hierarchies. She has

an extensive knowledge of traditional plants and medicine. She also works with story telling,
Salish weaving, archaeology and spiritual cleansing.
Yvette’s talk is entitled “Medicinal Use of Native Plants.” This knowledge, which is
common to first nations people, has been passed on to her by elders, herbologists and botanists.
Ivan Rados - Burnaby, B.C.: - Ivan Rados was born in the Former Yugoslavia. He is an
established and internationally recognized artist, a gifted distance energy healer, psychic and
spiritual teacher. Ivan’s art is shown in many museums and private collections around the world.
As a healer and spiritual teacher, Ivan uses his art (Sacred Geometry) solely in the process of
healing and spiritual guidance. His main focus today is on reaching as many people as possible
through workshops, teaching and facilitating classes and seminars, and empowering healing
retreats. He has written The Transparent Man – The Last Anti-manifesto About Transcendntal
Art and the acclaimed work Create Yourself – Secrets of Self Discovery and Healing with
Sacred Geometry.
Ivan will speak on “Architecture of Infinite Consciousness and Healing With Sacred
Geometry.” Ivan’s goal is to show us how to move from a linear self of limited understanding to
a holographic or multidimensional sense of who we are. His work is highly original, as there is
no other material giving Sacred Geometry such an important place in our health and self
discovery.
Malcolm Stewart – Surrey, England: Malcolm’s stained-glass works grace all kinds of
environments, from churches and temples to palaces, pubs and private residences. He has been a
cartoonist, singer-songwriter, priest, BBC TV producer, Relief Aid Director and UN project
coordinator. He lectures throughout Europe and UK on symbol systems and is a teacher member
of Arica Institute.
Malcolm will present a pre-conference workshop on Friday on the geometric sources of
thought, at, harmony and inspiration. On Sunday morning he will talk about the Matrices of
Illumination demonstrating the vibrational unity of Number, Form, Sound and the Higher Mind.
Michael Strand – Kelowna, B.C.: Michael is a time avatar, presenting to planet earth
information streams that assist humanity in achieving personal freedom, sovereignty,
ascendance, immortality. He has spoken internationally with over 10000 participants He is also a
medical intuitive, writer, inventor/designer and metaphysician. Through compassion and clarity
Michael weaves a unique dance of the immortal while delivering inspiration and knowledge.
Michael is ready to engage you in your divinity, whether privately or in a group. Learn more at
his website: www.freeaudio.technologiesofpeace.com
Michael will give a Vibrational Medicine Demonstration with the EQ11:11 on Saturday
morning. His workshop on Sunday afternoon on “Quetzacoatal The Continuum -- what is
beyond 2012”. All information will be in-trance information on behalf of Quetzacoatal.

BIOGRAPHIES – SPECIAL EVENTS
Dieter Bay – North Vancouver, B.C.: Dieter’s work is a combination of three closely related
disciplines: horticulture, landscape design and installation, and geomancy. He enrolled in a 2 1/2
year intensive training in Geomancy at the "Hagia Chora School for Geomancy" with some of
the best teachers available. Dieter does assessments of the house, garden or larger landscapes and
has started to hold workshops. He encourages us to become more conscious of our surroundings,
our inner and outer landscapes and to find the bridges between them. E-mail: d.bay@shaw.ca
Dieter will be leading a Geomancer’s Walk around Harrison Hot Springs on Saturday
afternoon.
Harold Nakajima – Kelowna, B.C.: Harold has been practicing Tai Chi Dao/Qi Gong for over
30 years. He has developed a system of exercise that is very gentle and brings mind, body and
spirit into wholeness and a return to our most natural state.
Harold will talk about and teach Tai Chi/Qi Gong on Saturday afternoon. Please wear
comfortable clothing.
Vlastislav Senovsky – West Vancouver, B.C.: After coming to Canada, Vlasty established a
career as a landscape designer and gardener. At the same time he developed his dowsing abilities
of detecting dangerous earth radiations. Vlasty is active as a writer, lecturer, dowser and
consultant in the field of geopathic and electromagnetic energies. For the last three years he has
run a non-profit organization, “Shared Wisdom Society” offering free lectures to the public by a
variety of speakers. He can be reached at www.GeopathicConsulting.com.
Vlasty will teach the Beginners’ Dowsing School on Saturday afternoon.
Minter Gardens Tour – Saturday afternoon. Please note that the cost of the tour is not covered
by registration.

